Parts of a shoe diagram

To help you learn the language of running shoes , we've broken them down by their three main
component groups. We've also called out and explained the shoe jargon that really
matterâ€”what is energy return, really? Now let's start at the top and work down from upper to
midsole to outsole. The upper covers your foot to ensure a snug, secure fit, while providing
stability. More shoes are forgoing overlays to reduce weight. A burrito tongueâ€”only
connected on one side shown â€”also blocks junk, but is easier to put on and take off than the
gusseted type. It can be internal or external shown. There are three kinds: curved, semi-curved,
and straight. Racing shoes are typically curved for arch support. Stability shoes are usually
straight for motion control. The majority of shoes are semi-curved. Most shoes are 8mm to
10mm. A zero- to 4mm-drop platform renders a more natural foot position. But most runners
find a higher lift more comfortable, and some feel tightness in their tendons or muscles when
changing from a higher to a lower heel lift. Energy return The amount of bounce or spring inside
the shoe after your foot lands on the ground. Stability Tech built into a running shoe to assist
runners who overpronateâ€”meaning their feet roll too far inward during their stride. Composed
of rubber-like foam, the midsole is the core of the shoe and provides cushioning and energy
return. EVA: Ethylene vinyl acetate both white and gray layers has been the standard in midsole
foams for its softness, flexibility, and low production cost since the s. The downside is that it
becomes more rigid in cold weather and compresses over mileage, losing its bounce. PU:
Compared with EVA, polyurethane is less sensitive to temperature, is more durable, and has a
bouncier feel. TPU: Thermoplastic polyurethane is heated and reformed. Pebax retains its
flexibility and energy return in cold conditions and is 20 percent lighter than TPU. Not every
runner needs an orthotic insole a. Jordan D. Metzl, a New York Cityâ€”based sports medicine
physician. A heel stabilizer attached to the bottom of the footbed provides support and
minimizes stress on your feet during runs. Buy Now. Designed with ultramarathoner Dean
Karnazes. Add heat to mold this cork-based footbed for a custom fit. Alleviates soreness from
plantar fasciitis, metatarsal pain, and other foot conditions, while also providing extra
cushioning. The outsole is the bottom of the shoe, usually made of a solid rubber or blown
air-injected rubber, or a combination of the two. Solid rubber is more durable, whereas blown
rubberâ€”usually located in the forefootâ€”is more flexible and adds to the cushioning of the
shoe. Depending on whether the shoe is meant for the road or trail, the outsole will either be
highly segmented a flatter tread with flex grooves for smoother transitions on pavement, or
have a more aggressive lug pattern for grip on rugged terrain. It provides stability by reducing
twisting. The post changes the distribution of force underneath your foot as you run, reducing
the stress on your ankle and causing your foot to roll inward less. Brooks recently introduced
guide rails to several models, including the Adrenaline GTS 19 see our review on page Trail
Running. United States. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Elements of the Upper
The upper covers your foot to ensure a snug, secure fit, while providing stability. Types of
Foam. Superfeet Run Pain Relief. Sole Performance Medium Volume. Powerstep Pinnacle. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Running Shoes.
Powered by Powered by Powered by. Disclaimer: Shoe-crazed editors choose every shoe we
review. We are reader supported and may earn money if you buy from links in our article. We
never accept free or promotional products. With up to 30 individual components used to make
up just one shoe, there is no wonder there is also an extensive list of terms used to describe
each part of the shoe. Below is an alphabetical list that will hopefully help to explain some of the
more commonly used terms when talking about footwear. Some terms refer to components that
all shoes have, such as the sole. While other terms may only apply to certain types or style of
shoe. Counter: A piece of material forming the back of a shoe to give support and stiffen the
material around the heel and help maintain the shape of the shoe. The counter helps strengthen
the rear of the shoe. Collar: The top edge of the quarter, where you insert your foot. This is often
padded for extra comfort. Eyestay: Also known as the lace stay, this is the section of a shoe
where the eyelets are placed and the laces threaded through. Eyelet: The holes through which
laces are passed, these are often reinforced with metal or plastic. Lace-up shoes can have as
little as one eyelet, lace-up boots can have nine or more. Heel: The heel is the part of the sole
that raises the rear of the shoe in relation to the front. See also heal seat and top piece. Heel
seat: This is the top of the heel that touches the upper, this is typically shaped to match the
form of the upper. Quarter: The rear and sides of the upper that covers the heel which are
behind the vamp. The heel section of the quarter is often strengthened with a stiffener, which
helps support the rear of the foot. Some shoe designs use a continuous piece of leather for the
vamp and quarter. As opposed to the upper. The upper and sole make up the whole of the shoe.
Throat: The front of the vamp next to the toe cap. For shoes where the vamp and quarter panels

are one piece the throat is at the eye-stay. Toe cap: Shoes may have a toe cap in the front upper
of the shoe. Toe caps can take various forms and can be both decorative and protective. Toe
caps help add strength to the upper front of the shoe, an area that receives a lot of stress and
wear from use. Tongue: The part of the shoe that makes contact with the top of your foot. On a
lace-up shoe, it resides underneath the eyestay and laces. Made of a durable material that helps
maintain friction with the ground. Vamp: The section of upper that covers the front of the foot as
far as the back as the join to the quarter. Welt: A strip of material that sits between the upper to
the sole to ensure a secure bond. There are also many terms used to describe the components
that help to make up or support the structure of the shoe internally. Not all shoes will have all or
any of these components, but it is interesting and useful to know which components can be
used to help create a shoe. Collar padding: The soft filling used between the lining and upper of
the shoe to add comfort around the ankle during wear. Filler: Elastic material such as cork or
felt is used to fill the hollow between the insole and the midsole during construction. More
commonly used on dress shoes of a more traditional construction. These linings improve
comfort, breathability and can help increase the lifespan of the shoe. Counter lining: The
material used to line and protect the back part of the shoe â€” also known as the Counter. This
may be a different material to the material used to line the vamp. Tongue lining: The material
used to line the tongue section of a shoe. This may be the same material as the vamp lining.
Vamp Lining: The material used to line and protect the front part of the shoe â€” also known as
the vamp. This may be a different material to the material used to line the counter. Puff : A
lightweight reinforcement used inside shoe, placed between the upper and lining materials,
which gives the toe its shape and support. Similar in function to a toe cap. Seat: Where the heel
of the foot sits in the shoe. It normally matches the shape of the heel for comfort and support.
Shank: A piece of rigid material placed between the insole and outsole of the shoe. This can be
made of metal, wood or plastic. This helps to support the arch of the foot during wear. If you
hear clicking when you walk, it often means that the shank has broken, or come loose inside the
shoe and is causing the clicking noise as it move around while you walk. Stiffener : This is often
placed between the upper and lining materials of the counter, this is a lightweight, sturdy
material that can be used to help maintain the shape of the counter, whilst offering support to
the heel of the foot. Tongue padding: The soft filling used between the lining and upper of the
tongue to provide comfort to the top of the foot during wear. Below is a further list of terms that
can be used to describe different features within a shoe, these could be performance based or
decorative attributes. Having the below descriptions may help you when looking for the perfect
shoe. Gusseted tongue : A gusseted tongue is often used in boots and sometimes trail shoes. It
is a type of tongue in boots that prevents dirt, water, pebbles, and sand from entering your
boots through the lace eyelets or the space between the tongue and the upper part of the boot.
In this style the tongue is completely attached to the upper preventing material from getting into
the boot or shoe. Heel to toe drop: Also known as HTT drop, offset or just drop. This is the
difference in height between the heel and forefoot. Kiltie: This is a fringe of leather, often with a
tassel attached, which is situated on the top of a loafer. They are used in golf shoes, to protect
them from mud and grass. Medallion: The perforations which form a decorative pattern on the
toe of a shoe. Perforations: The holes punched into the upper, these can act as a form of
decoration or can aid breathability in the design. Stack height: This is the distance measured
between your foot and the floor when you have the shoes on. Toe spring: Toe spring is the rise
or curve upward of the sole at the forefoot, this helps to enable the rolling off the forefoot. Try
bamboo socks for a great feel, you can check out lots more bamboo products at our friends
BestBambooGuide. It depends on what type of shoe you are looking for, but something like the
Skechers Sure Track is a good option for a basic non-slip work shoe. The thing to look out for is
the letter or letters after the size. In general Wide are quite easy to find, and 2E are pretty
common as well. Thanks, a very useful guide butâ€¦ What is the name of the piece that joins the
side of the tongue to the upper next to the lace to stop water getting into the shoe through the
part of the shoe above the throat line and between the rows of lace holes? That style is called a
gusseted tongue. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Shoe Terminology With up to 30 individual components used to make up just one
shoe, there is no wonder there is also an extensive list of terms used to describe each part of
the shoe. Backstay: The area of a heel counter that runs vertically down its center. As with all
parts of the shoe, outsoles are made from a variety of materials. The midsole is a layer between
the in-sole and the outsole. Often seen in athletic styles to help offer extra suspension. Toe box:
The area of a shoe in which the toes reside. Is not actually a box. Topline : The top edge of the
upper. Upper : The entire part of the shoe that covers the foot. Waist : The arch and in-step of
the foot Welt: A strip of material that sits between the upper to the sole to ensure a secure bond.
Internal Parts of the Shoe There are also many terms used to describe the components that help

to make up or support the structure of the shoe internally. This may be a different material to
the material used to line the vamp Tongue lining: The material used to line the tongue section of
a shoe. Other Useful Terminology Below is a further list of terms that can be used to describe
different features within a shoe, these could be performance based or decorative attributes.
Pinking: These are the cuts in a V-shape, often seen on brogues. Penny keeper: The name given
to the thin strap of leather on a penny loafer. Facebook Twitter Pinterest LinkedIn. You may also
like. Any ideas? Hi, thanks for leaving a comment! Let me know if that helps! Hi, thanks for the
question! Hope this helps! Anytime you spend good money on something, you should have a
base line knowledge of how it works. You need to arm yourself with the information to make the
best decisions for your needs and your budget. What follows is a term-by-term breakdown of
the most common words used in shoemaking. There are many parts to a shoe. For the purposes
of this article, we focused on a blucher. Perforations and pinking on a brogue. Tassels on a blue
suede loafer. Having a basic grasp of basic terms will enable you to speak intelligently with
salespeople and weed out those who want to help you from those who just want your money.
Back in the fifties there was a leather shoe you could close with one hand and it was quite
popular with young boys. I believe it was referred to as a grasshopper shoe. The tongue was
flipped forward to loosen the shoe and then pressed to the instep to close it. Do you have any
thoughts on this? I think the quarter gets its name either because it covers the rear quarter of
your foot or because each one makes up one quarter of the upper. I always assumed that it was
a reference to the rear of the foot too personally. Thanks for your input, Claude! What is the
name of the shoe at the top of your web pages home screen? I love it and want a pair? Those
Grasshoppers were also known as Snapjacks. My brother had a pair from a pop shoe store
when he was a teenager. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data
is processed. Parts Of A Shoe. Thomas Stryd April 27, at pm - Reply. Charles-Philippe April 29,
at am - Reply. All the best, CP. Rich January 1, at pm - Reply. Thomas, I remember those shoes.
We called them Flagg Flyers. Claude March 1, at pm - Reply. Charles-Philippe March 2, at am Reply. Hi Claude, I always assumed that it was a reference to the rear of the foot too personally.
William Moorehead iii March 26, at pm - Reply. Charles-Philippe March 27, at am - Reply. Best,
CP. Maureen McLain September 5, at am - Reply. Charles-Philippe September 7, at am - Reply.
Leave A Comment Cancel reply Comment. If you are serious about learning all about running
shoes jargon and anatomy, then you are in the right place. In a previous post , I shared with my
dear readers an exhaustive list of the most common terms runnersâ€”from all levels and
training backgroundsâ€”use to talk about and refer to their running experience. You can check
that post here. But today, dear reader, I decided to narrow my focus and talk about your shoes
and their many components and parts. Think of this post as a useful follow-up to my earlier
piece The Complete Runners Lexicon. Running shoes are made to optimize training
performance, and make training as safe and comfortable as possible. There is a vast array of
technical features to a pair of running shoes â€”and the terminology can scare off even the
most well-intentioned and serious and smart beginners. Each portion of shoe serves a
particular function and has distinct features and properties that you need to be aware of to
make the right running shoe buying decision. Held together by the laces is the upper, which is
the portion of the shoe above the midsole that encloses the foot, keeping the shoe in place, and
protecting against dirt, rocks, and the elements. The upper is typically made from a variety of
materials, including mesh for breathability, synthetic leather for durability, or knits for a smooth,
chafe-free feel. This is the part of the shoe sticking out like a human tongue from the opening of
the shoe, hence the name. The tongue is the separate strip on the upper that protect the top of
the feet from the pressure of the laces, preventing them from rubbing against the instep of the
feet. A proper tongue should be of an appropriate size that it does not rub against the foot just
above the ankles and thick enough or well-padded to protect the top of the feet against pressure
from the laces. For instance, trail shoe tongues are stitched to protect against the elements.
This stiff structure around the heel reduces Achilles tendon irritation, provides a more secure
heel fit, excellent cushioning, and rotational control. The heel counter is made of stiff materials
that protect against the impact forces that the feet experience while running. The last refers to
the three-dimensional, foot-shaped mold that determines the outline of the shoe. A straight last
tends to be heavier, providing more support under the arch, which might help control excessive
the inward collapsing motion following a foot strike. Semi-curved last is a hybrid of the
twoâ€”not quite as thick as the straight type but still offer ample support under the arch. Most
running shoes out there are made with semi-curved last, but, and as a rule of thumb, the last
has to match the shape of your foot. The toe box is the front platform of your shoes that houses
your toesâ€”the space that fits around the widest part of the toes and feet. A running pair
should fit like a glove, with no sense of cramming or constraining in the toe box. The toes
should not touch the inside front of the shoes, and the feet should not feel clasped at all. If the

toe box is too tight, or the toes do not have enough room between your longest toe and the
front of the toe box, it can affect the mechanics of your movement, leading to black toenails,
discomfort, and hindered performance. The toe box should have sufficient space to allow the
toes to wiggle freely, and for the feet to swell while running. Ideally, you should aim for a
distance equal to the width of your thumb between your longest toe and the tip of your toe box.
Most midsoles are typically constructed of foam type compound commonly known as EVA, or
polyurethane. EVA stands for ethylene vinyl acetate and is the most common commercially
mass-produced midsole foam used in running shoes. In general, EVA is softer material due to
its lightness and more cushioned feel. But it compresses, and breaks down quickly, losing
rebound after constant impact. Furthermore, some high-tech midsoles are made with non-foam
technologies, such as airbags or GEL, to increase protection and durability. The outsole is the
threaded layer of rubber on the bottom your trainersâ€”the portion of the shoe that makes
contact with the ground, providing traction and durability. Most outsoles have treads for
traction, multidirectional flex grooves for flexibility, and provide protection against rocks, dirt,
etc. For trail runners , the outsole is the most important layer to consider. Outsoles are usually
made from carbon rubber, blown rubber, or a combination of the twoâ€”all of which offer
different levels of durability and traction. Runners looking for a sturdy pair should opt for
outsoles made with carbon rubber same material as tires. This is, in fact, your ultimate
manifesto to becoming a faster and a stronger runner. My awesome running plan is just one
click away. I think every runner will read your post before buying the shoe. I think they will get
huge ideas about running shoe. Highly appreciate with your thought. Runner's Blueprint. How
to Choose Proper Running Sunglasses. How Often to Replace Running Shoes? Thanks
againâ€¦!!! Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an
incorrect email address! Shoes are far more complicated than the average joe may know. And
here at Heddels, we like to get down to the nitty-gritty details of things. Nitrile outsole on a pair
of Red Wing Iron Rangers. The outsole is the outermost part of the sole of your shoes. This is
the part of the shoe that comes into contact with the ground and can be made of any variety of
materials. And in goodyear welted shoes, this outsole can be replaced when it wears thin,
increasing the life expectancy of your favorite footwear. Check out our article on the most
common outsole options. Leather stacked heel on a pair of Red Wing Engineer Boots. The heel
of a shoe is where the heel of your foot goes. The heel raises and supports the back of the foot
and is typically made of stacked leather or rubber. The top piece is the actual part of the heel
that comes in to contact with the ground. Cork filling on shoes in construction. Image via Alan
Murray. Many shoes have a layer of cork underneath the insole, which molds to your unique
foot shape for better comfort. The softer a midsole, the sooner your shoe will break in, but a
tougher, less flexible midsole makes for a longer-lasting shoe. Leather insole on a pair of Viberg
x Haven collaboration shoes. The insole is the part of the shoe that touches your actual foot.
Welt visible in a bisected pair of Red Wing Iron Rangers near the very tip of the toe. The welt is a
strip of leather around the edge of the sole and to which the upper is attached. There are a
number of different styles of welts , the most complicated of which are becoming more and
more expensive to make. But a high quality welt can make all the difference in the world. A
Goodyear welt for example should make your shoe or boot water resistant and allow for the
outsole to be replaced should it wear out. Shank inside a split pair of Aldens. Image via Alden of
San Diego. The shank is a must-have in a hard-wearing shoe or boot. Traditionally they are
made of steel, but other materials like fiberglass and kevlar can be used. Allen Edmonds Park
Avenue. Image via Zappos. In broad terms, the quarter is everything on the back end of the
shoe. On the other hand, the vamp is basically the front part of the shoe. Everything from the
toe until the quarter in back. Tongue on a pair of Chromexcel Truman Boot Co. Image via
Indigoshrimp. The tongue is a flexible piece of material that covers the top of your foot and lies
under that laces and quarter of the shoe. The tongue cushions the bony top part of your foot
and distributes the pressure from the laces. Image via DenimHQ. Cap toe is a leather accent that
can be stitched or glued to the toe of the boot. This is sometimes a purely decorative feature,
but a cap can markedly reinforce the toe of your boot, which can be a very high-stress area. The
counter or backstay is a strip of leather that runs up the back of a shoe or boot. This piece of
leather used for additional stability and sometimes to connect the two halves of the quarter.
Image via Rakuten. Speed hooks are little metal doo-hickeys that make tying your shoes so
much easier. Instead of having to lace up your boot all the way to the top, you can hitch your
laces over these hooks. These are also referred to as hooked eyelets. Like this? Midsole on a
pair of Grant Stone Derbies. Next Article Sage The 5th Chieftain 19oz. Unsanforized Deep Indigo
Jeans. An Overview Guide to Leather Grades. Recieve the latest from Sharp with Our Newsletter
and Magazine. Top Lift Also, top piece. Part of the heel that comes in contact with the ground
material often adds traction. Topline Also, collar. Stitching or rigid material around rim of the

shoe that gives opening structure. Receive the latest on Culture, Style, Cars and Watches ,
straight to your inbox. Backstay Stiff panel behind the heel that adds shape and stability to back
of shoe. Counter Rear portion of the shoe. Eyelet Metal or rigid leather perforations through
which laces are fed. Gore Elastic or mesh panel that ensures a snug fit for slip-on styles. Heel
Made of stacked leather or rubber, pads the heel and adds height to back of shoe. Insole Part of
sole that cradles and pads the foot, often removable. Medallion Perforated decorations found on
toe cap, such as broguing. Monk Strap Strap and buckle used in place of laces. Outsole Part of
sole that touches the ground. Plain-Toe Vamp made of a single piece of material, as opposed to
a toe cap. Saddle Panel covering the instep, often seen on a pair of classic derbys. Toe Cap
Portion covering the toe. Vamp Front part of the shoe. Welt Portion connecting the sole and the
upper. Share This Post. Do you know your shaft from your shank or your welt from your inner
puff? If that makes no sense to you, then read on. These are actually parts of a shoe, albeit
some of the more uncommonly known ones. There are many parts to shoes, each serving their
own purpose and contributing to the functionality of footwear. People have been using
materials to protect their feet for over 50, years. However, one of the earliest types of footwear
with a sole was found in California dating back about 9, years. Early shoes were made from
leather, wrapped around the foot and secured with lacings. Sandals were also worn by Greeks
and Romans. Shoes in the Middle Ages tended to be a simple style of moccasin, later
developing with buckles or ties around the ankle. The addition of shoe sizing and parts of a
shoe, such as heels, is thought to have started in England in the s. Styles progressed, with
pointed shoes being the norm in the 14th century and then rounded toes in the 15th century.
The materials used were also changing, with leather or cork being used for the soles, and silk,
velvet or leather for the uppers. Europe in the 17th century saw the addition of adornments like
lace, ribbons, and rosettes. That being said, shoes in the US had a moderate heel and were
made of sturdy leather. The 18th century saw shoes become fancier, using brocades, real
gemstones, and silver or gold buckles. Massachusetts was the site of the first shoe factory in ,
which produced shoes in larger quantities. With the invention of the sewing machine in the 19th
century, shoes could be made quicker and at less expense. Throughout the 20th century, shoes
became a part of fashion, with varying styles, colors, and materials. When it comes to shoe
anatomy, this can vary, depending on the type of shoe. A dress shoe has a lot more
components than a sneaker. You can check out some shoes diagrams here on Pinterest. There
are some shoe components that are present in all dress shoes and then others that are
pertinent to specific types. Some of the terms will be familiar to you, but there will be a few you
may never have heard of. The part of a shoe that encases your foot and essentially holds it in
place is called the upper. It covers the entire top part of the shoe. The type of material used is
generally leather or synthetic leather, which will allow your feet to breathe. These materials will
also protect your feet. In addition to the actual parts of the upper, even the decorations on dress
shoes and loafers have specific names. These include:. The parts of the shoe which are in
contact with the ground and comprise the outer sole and heel. The components we find here
include:. This video shows you some of the basics of shoe anatomy. Moving on to sneakers,
although many of the parts are the same as dress shoes, there are distinct differences in the
materials used, with a few sections added. The upper of a sneaker is usually made from fabric,
leather, or a combination of the two. Uppers on sneakers often have some elements added by
stitching them on, either for aesthetics or reinforcement. Mesh polymer fabrics which are
breathable are a popular choice for sneakers. Fashion or casual sneakers might be made from
leather or canvas. The bottom line is that, no matter what they are made from, the uppers are
there to keep your feet secured to the sole of the sneaker. Insoles are an integral feature when it
comes to the inners of a sneaker. They are often designed to cushion your feet and provide
support to your arches and heels. They are usually removable so you can replace them with
custom footbeds or orthotics. As the name indicates, this sits between the footbed and the
outer sole of a sneaker. It is there to provide sport, flexibility, and cushioning. It might have gel
inserts or air pockets to provide extra cushioning and comfort. A number of manufacturers have
patented their own technologies for midsoles. It is stitched or glued to the upper, encasing the
midsole between the two. The tougher the sole, the more durable your sneakers are likely to be.
These are usually made from blown rubber, carbon rubber, or both. Blown rubber may be used
on the rest of the sole to give it more flexibility and comfort. This is the name given to the
cushioned area around the top of the heel opening on a sneaker. Also known as the heel cuff, it
is generally padded for added comfort and thicker than the rest of the upper. It can extend up
the ankle at the back and sometimes has a notch to help support the Achilles tendon. There is
often a loop attached to it as well, which helps you pull your sneaker onto your foot. The tongue
sits over the instep of the foot, underneath the laces. In a sneaker, it will often be padded to
provide extra comfort and protection from laces and eyelets. You might also find flaps or slits in

the top of the tongue, particularly at the midpoint. This allows you to thread laces through it, to
secure the sneaker comfortably and prevent it from moving. Lacing systems in sneakers let you
customize how the shoe fits you. The arrangement and location, as well as the number of
eyelets, allow you to decide how much adjustment you want. Sometimes you will be able to lace
them right up to the heel collar, especially with high-top style sneakers. This video shows the
different parts of a tennis shoe, which will give you some idea about how sneakers are
constructed. In reality, the parts of a boot are pretty much the same, with the exception of one
addition. This is the shaft of the boot which is the part of a boot that covers your ankles, calf,
and leg. They can vary in length and be secured with laces, zips, or just pull on. Another
consideration, particularly with work boots, might be the addition of a protective toe cap. These
could be made from steel, metal alloys, or a composite material, like Kevlar or fiberglass. They
are inserted below the upper of the boots, to prevent your toes from being injured from falling
objects. Knowing how a shoe or sneaker is put together and what the different parts do can help
you make an informed decision when buying. We are often tempted by what a shoe looks like
rather than how it will function. This is especially the case with sneakers, where you need to
consider comfort rather than style. Now you know that a vamp, a welt, and a shaft are not part of
a raunchy romance novel. After all, unless you live on a deserted island in the Pacific or the
Caribbean, you need these essential commodities. Understanding the parts of a shoe gives you
the knowledge to make a wise choice. Especially when buying something like dress shoes,
which can be an expensive investment. Just remember, while the latest Louboutins or Gucci
loafers might be out of your price range, there are still many good shoes out there. At least now
you know what to look for in their construction. We hope you enjoyed our guide to shoe
anatomy and the parts of a sneaker, and found it informative and useful. This website is super
helpful. I learned about the history and parts of a shoe! When I found it I realized how helpful it
was for my project about shoes! Work Boots. Sizing and Fitting. Shoe Care. About Us. Privacy
Policy. Terms and Conditions. Affiliate Disclosure. Contact Us. Site Map. This is designed to
provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon. This allows us to earn an income to
maintain our site and continue to provide value to our readers. Copyright of Boot Mood Foot
Steve Thompson. What Are the Parts of a Shoe and a Sneaker? An Anatomy of a Shoe. The
Evolution of Shoes People have been using materials to protect their feet for over 50, years. The
Parts of a Shoe When it comes to shoe anatomy, this can vary, depending on the type of shoe.
Components of a Dress Shoe There are some shoe components that are present in all dress
shoes and then others that are pertinent to specific types. The Upper The part of a shoe that
encases your foot and essentially holds it in place is called the upper. The upper can be broken
down into many parts and these are: Vamp: This part covers the shoe from the top of the toe
area to where the laces are. This part of the shoe is highly visible and needs to withstand some
wear and tear as its where the shoe flexes. In slip-on shoes, the shoe vamps replace what you
would call the tongue in a lace up style. Toe cap or toe box: The protective area which encloses
your toes at the front of the uppers. Sometimes they are stitched over, adding an extra layer to
the upper or as a decoration on the shoe. They add strength to the front of the uppers, which
can endure stress, wear, and tear. Quarters: This term refers to the sides of the shoe which
cover the area from the vamp to the heel. Their name comes from the four pieces of leather
usually required to form the uppers of the shoeâ€”although some styles use one piece for the
vamp and the quarter. The quarter is usually reinforced with a stiffener at the heel area, to
support the back of your foot. Heel: This is the part at the back of the shoe which is usually
stiffened. It may have a seam up the center of it, where the upper is stitched. Heel counter: The
name given to the material used to reinforce and stiffen the heel. Seat: This is located
immediately beneath the heel of the foot and sits below the heel counter. Throat: The part of the
shoe which covers your instep. Tongue: This is the loose piece of material that sits on your
instep in a lace-up design shoe. Eyelets: These are the holes for the laces to be threaded
through. Toe puff: This is a reinforcing layer in the toecap. Along with the counter in the heel,
this helps the shoe keep its shape. These include: Kiltie: This is a fringe of leather, often with a
tassel attached, that is situated on the top of a loafer. They are used in golf shoes, to protect
them from mud and grass. Tassel: A decorative fringed piece of leather hanging from the vamp.
Perforations: The holes punched into the leather on brogues. Medallion: The perforations which
form a decorative pattern on the toe of a shoe. Pinking: These are the cuts in a V-shape, seen on
brogues. Penny keeper : The name given to the thin strap of leather on a penny loafer.
Mudguard: A line of stitching, which is usually thick, running horizontally across the heel. It
hides the joins between the sole and the upper and affords your feet some comfort. They can
sometimes be removed and replaced; you can find some of the best insoles for dress shoes
here. Shoe lining: Most inners will have a shoe lining of some sort, again to provide comfort for
your feet. The Lower Outer Part of a Shoe The parts of the shoe which are in contact with the

ground and comprise the outer sole and heel. The components we find here include: Heel: This
is often made from stacked leather or rubber, and sits underneath the heel of your foot. Sole:
The bottom of a shoe is known as the sole. This is the part which sits beneath the ball of your
foot and your toes and, along with the heel, makes contact with the floor. Shoe soles can be
made from leather or other materials. Waist: The narrow part of the sole of the shoe, which sits
beneath the arch of your foot. Shank: A rod-like piece of material, such as metal or leather,
which sits between the inner and outer sole. It gives support to the foot and holds the whole
shoe in shape. Feather: Where the upper part of the shoe meets the sole. Welt: A thin strip of
leather between the upper and the sole, around the whole of the outside of the shoe. It joins the
two together. The Parts of a Sneaker or Athletic Shoe Moving on to sneakers, although many of
the parts are the same as dress shoes, there are distinct differences in the materials used, with
a few sections added. This video from Salomon shows you the parts of running shoe. The
Upper The upper of a sneaker is usually made from fabric, leather, or a combination of the two.
The Inner Insoles are an integral feature when it comes to the inners of a sneaker. The Midsole
As the name indicates, this sits between the footbed and the outer sole of a sneaker. The Heel
Collar This is the name given to the cushioned area around the top of the heel opening on a
sneaker. The Tongue The tongue sits over the instep of the foot, underneath the laces. The
Lacing System Lacing systems in sneakers let you customize how the shoe fits you. Stepping
Out Now you know that a vamp, a welt, and a shaft are not part of a raunchy romance novel. Top
picks For You. Recent Posts. Most Popular Posts. Get our new ebook. Share this post. Share on
facebook. Share on google. Share on twitter. Share on linkedin. Share on pinterest. Share on
email. Join Our Mailing List. Let's Be Friends. Search for:. Enjoying This Article? Why not
download our free ebook? First Name. Last Name. The term upper refers to the part or parts of a
shoe that cover the toes, the top of the foot, the sides of the foot, and the back of the heel. It is
attached to the outsole of a shoe by the welt. It is one of the two general parts of the shoe, the
upper and the sole. Depending on the style of the shoe, the upper of a shoe can be cut or
molded as a single piece or it can be comprised of many pieces stitched together. Parts of a
shoe's upper can include the vamp, the back, the tongue, the quarter, and the lining. Uppers can
be made from a variety of materials, with the most popular being leather, satin, suede, and
canvas. Athletic shoe uppers are often made of a breathable mesh fabric. Uppers for sandals
and flip-flops may be simple straps. Whether made in one piece or many pieces, the upper is
designed to conform to the foot and to keep it secured to the sole for walking and standing. To
do this properly, there are several components, each with its own function. A shoe upper may
have different materials in different areas to satisfy these requirements. Quarter : The quarter
covers the sides and back of the foot. In the heel area, it is often reinforced with sturdy material
for support. The heel counter is a stiffening component that can be added to the quarter to keep
the shape of the back of the shoe. The top line or collar is the part of the quarter where the foot
is inserted. It is often padded to provide extra cushioning and comfort. It helps to support the
foot and keeps the foot secure in the shoe. It's often made out of a breathable fabric or has
perforations to allow air to flow around the foot. Eyelets : The eyelets of the lacing section of the
shoe may be included in the quarter or in the vamp, depending on the style. A lacing section
allows the fit of the shoe to be individually adjusted and opened for ease of putting on or taking
off. It provides a covering over the top of the foot while allowing the lacing to adjust the fit. It
may be attached to either the quarter or the vamp. Toe Cap : While some shoes simply have the
vamp extended all the way over the toes, others have a toe cap piece over the toes, either as a
separate piece stitched onto the vamp or material stitched over the vamp. It can be decorative
or made of sturdier materials to protect the toes and maintain the shape of the toe box. Puff: A
shoe may have a puff in addition or instead of the toe cap, which is a reinforcing element inside
the upper to shape the toe box. By Desiree Stimpert. Updated March 05, Shoelaces , also called
shoestrings US English or bootlaces UK English , are a system commonly used to secure shoes
, boots , and other footwear. They typically consist of a pair of strings or cords, one for each
shoe, finished off at both ends with stiff sections, known as aglets. Each shoelace typically
passes through a series of holes, eyelets, loops or hooks on either side of the shoe. Loosening
the lacing allows the shoe to open wide enough for the foot to be inserted or removed.
Tightening the lacing and tying off the ends secures the foot firmly within the shoe. The laces
can be tied in different shapes, most commonly a simple bow. Traditional shoelaces were made
of leather , cotton , jute , hemp , or other materials used in the manufacture of rope. Modern
shoelaces often incorporate various synthetic fibers , which are generally more slippery and
thus more prone to coming undone than those made from traditional fibers. On the other hand,
smooth synthetic shoelaces generally have a less rough appearance, suffer less wear from
friction, and are less susceptible to rotting from moisture. Specialized fibers like flame resistant
nomex are applied in safety boots for firefighters. Elastic laces both make the lacing more

comfortable, as well as allowing the shoe to be slipped on and off without tying or untying,
which makes them a popular choice for children, the elderly and athletes. The stiff section at
each end of the shoelace, which both keeps the twine from unraveling and also makes it easier
to hold the lace and feed it through the eyelets, is called an aglet , also spelled aiglet. Shoelaces
with a flat cross-section are generally easier to hold and stay tied more securely than those with
a round cross-section due to the increased surface area for friction. Leather shoelaces with a
square cross-section, which are very common on boat shoes, are notoriously prone to coming
undone. Shoelaces can be coated, either in the factory or with aftermarket products, to increase
friction and help them stay tied. When a shoelace is secured with a knot, the lace is crimped, or
squashed. Primarily this is what stops the lace from coming undone. In effect, the lace is
narrower inside the knot than it is on the loose end, and the loose end cannot make itself
smaller and slide though the knot. Generally, a flat tubular lace will stay tied more easily than a
round lace with a core because the flat lace can be more crimped within the knot. Most laces,
however, are round and have core of cotton yarn, especially boot laces. For these to stay tied
securely, the core on the inside of the lace must be soft and compressible. A secondary factor
of laces coming undone is the knot itself slipping. This is due to a lack of friction. Cotton laces
have a rough surface and will make a more reliable knot compared to polyester the most
common yarn used in shoelaces. In addition, a lace can be smooth or have a coarse surface,
which will also affect performance. Finishing processes are available, including waxing and
silicone treatments, which enhance friction and stop knot slippage. These are important design
factors in the manufacture of hiking-boot laces. Shoelaces are typically tied off at the top of the
shoe using a simple bow knot. Besides securing the shoe, this also takes up the length of
shoelace exposed after tightening. The common bow consists of two half-knots tied one on top
of the other, with the second half-knot looped in order to allow quick untying. When required,
the knot can be readily loosened by pulling one or both of the loose ends. When tying the
half-knots, a right-over-left half-knot followed by a left-over-right half-knot or vice versa forms a
square or reef knot , a fairly effective knot for the purpose of tying shoelaces. However, tying
two consecutive right-over-left half-knots or two consecutive left-over-right half-knots forms the
infamous granny knot , which is much less secure. If the loops lie across the shoe left to right ,
the knot is probably a square knot. If they lie along the shoe heel to toe , the knot is probably a
granny knot. One such knot has been patented in under the title "Shoelace tying system". This
double-wrap holds the shoelaces more securely tied while still allowing them to be untied with a
slightly firmer pull on the loose end s. Possibly the simplest, also neat and quite effective, is
after tying a common bow to tie a half-hitch with one or other loose end around its adjacent half
bow, close to the knot; it is untied by pulling on the other unhitched free end. The proper length
of a shoelace, fitting it to a shoe, varies according to the type of lacing used, as well as the type
of lace. However, at a rough reference the following guide can be used. This is the process of
running the shoelaces through the holes, eyelets, loops, or hooks to hold together the sides of
the shoe with many common lacing methods. Straight-bar lacing appears horizontal and parallel
when viewed from the exterior. Formal shoes usually demand straight-bar lacing to preserve
their clean, neat look. The most common lacing method, termed criss-cross lacing , is also one
of the strongest and most efficient. Derbies can be straight-bar laced or criss-cross laced. Many
shoe lacing methods have been developed with specific functional benefits, such as being
faster or easier to tighten or loosen, binding more tightly, being more comfortable, using up
more lace or less lace, adjusting fit, preventing slippage, and suiting specific types of shoes.
One such method, patented in as "Double helix shoe lacing process", runs in a double helix
pattern and results in less friction and faster and easier tightening and loosening. Many other
lacing methods have been developed purely for appearance, often at the expense of
functionality. One of the most popular decorative methods, checkerboard lacing, is very difficult
to tighten or loosen without destroying the pattern. Shoes with checkerboard lacing are
generally treated as "slip-ons". It is as difficult to determine the exact history of shoelaces as it
is for shoes. Archaeological records of footwear are rare because shoes were generally made of
materials that deteriorated readily. The Areni-1 shoe , which has been dated to around BC, is a
simple leather "shoe" with leather "shoelaces" passing through slotted "eyelets" cut into the
hide. As for shoelaces in the sense that we know them in modern times, the Museum of London
has documented examples of medieval footwear dating from as far back as the 12th century,
which clearly show the lacing passing through a series of hooks or eyelets down the front or
side of the shoe and being tied in a knot rather than hanging loose. A popular myth states that
Gurkha soldiers, fighting for Britain, crawled along the ground, feeling the laces of the soldiers
they encountered. British soldiers employed straight- or bar-lacing, while Japanese troops
employed a criss-cross pattern. Criss-cross laces could therefore mean the difference between
life and death. The importance of correct lacing was thus emphasized to British troops. Whether

true or not, there is an account of Gurkha soldiers checking the boots and laces of soldiers they
encounter in the dark to find if they are friend or foe. There are many shoelace accessories.
There are hooks to help lace shoelaces tightly. They are especially useful for skates where tight
lacing is important. Shoelace covers protect the laces, especially in wrestling. Shoelace charms
are decorative, as are colored shoelaces. Some laces are colored using expensive dyes, other,
more "personal" colors, are drawn-on with permanent markers. Some dress codes especially
high schools will specifically exclude color laces and charms. Lace-locks hold laces together,
eliminating the need for tying. These are worn on the section of shoelace closest to the toes, in
other words the last lace, so that the image or writing on the tag is visible as can be seen at
right. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Shoelace. For other uses, see
Shoestring disambiguation. For the football player nicknamed "Shoelace", see Denard
Robinson. Main article: Shoelace knot. Play media. Shoelaces for sale on Avenue Road in
Bangalore. Shoelaces in various colors. New Scientist. Reed Business Information. Retrieved 15
April The Ashley Book of Knots. Ian's Shoelace Site. Retrieved Free Patents Online. ShoeTree
Project. Archived from the original on The Boydell Press. Court shoes Prince Albert slippers
Loafers Venetian-style shoes. Jodhpur boots Wellington boots Ballet boots. Bespoke shoes
Blake construction Goodyear welt Shoe buckle Shoelaces. Clear heels Kitten heels Spool heels
Stiletto heels Wedges. List of shoe styles. Categories : Footwear accessories Textile closures.
Hidden categories: Commons link is on Wikidata Articles containing video clips. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Look up shoelace in
Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Shoelaces. A shoe is
an item of footwear intended to protect and comfort the human foot. Shoes are also used as an
item of decoration and fashion. The design of shoes has varied enormously through time and
from culture to culture, with appearance originally being tied to function. Though the human
foot is adapted to varied terrain and climate conditions, it is still vulnerable to environmental
hazards such as sharp rocks and temperature extremes, which shoes protect against. Some
shoes are worn as safety equipment, such as steel-soled boots which are required on
construction sites. Additionally, fashion has often dictated many design elements, such as
whether shoes have very high heels or flat ones. Contemporary footwear in the s varies widely
in style, complexity and cost. Basic sandals may consist of only a thin sole and simple strap
and be sold for a low cost. High fashion shoes made by famous designers may be made of
expensive materials, use complex construction and sell for hundreds or even thousands of
dollars a pair. Some shoes are designed for specific purposes, such as boots designed
specifically for mountaineering or skiing , while others have more generalized usage such as
sneakers which have transformed from a special purpose sport shoe into a general use shoe.
Traditionally, shoes have been made from leather, wood or canvas , but in the s, they are
increasingly made from rubber , plastics , and other petrochemical -derived materials. The
earliest known shoes are sagebrush bark sandals dating from approximately or BC, found in the
Fort Rock Cave in the US state of Oregon in It is thought that shoes may have been used long
before this, but because the materials used were highly perishable, it is difficult to find evidence
of the earliest footwear. This led archaeologists to deduce that wearing shoes resulted in less
bone growth, resulting in shorter, thinner toes. Many early natives in North America wore a
similar type of footwear, known as the moccasin. These are tight-fitting, soft-soled shoes
typically made out of leather or bison hides. Many moccasins were also decorated with various
beads and other adornments. Moccasins were not designed to be waterproof, and in wet
weather and warm summer months, most Native Americans went barefoot. As civilizations
began to develop, thong sandals the precursors of the modern flip-flop were worn. This practice
dates back to pictures of them in ancient Egyptian murals from BC. One pair found in Europe
was made of papyrus leaves and dated to be approximately 1, years old. They were also worn in
Jerusalem during the first century of the Common Era. Ancient Egyptian sandals were made
from papyrus and palm leaves. The Masai of Africa made them out of rawhide. In India they were
made from wood. In China and Japan, rice straw was used. The leaves of the sisal plant were
used to make twine for sandals in South America while the natives of Mexico used the Yucca
plant. While thong sandals were commonly worn, many people in ancient times, such as the
Egyptians , Hindus and Greeks , saw little need for footwear, and most of the time, preferred
being barefoot. The Egyptians and Hindus made some use of ornamental footwear, such as a
soleless sandal known as a "Cleopatra", [ citation needed ] which did not provide any practical
protection for the foot. The ancient Greeks largely viewed footwear as self-indulgent,
unaesthetic and unnecessary. Shoes were primarily worn in the theater, as a means of
increasing stature, and many preferred to go barefoot. The runners of Ancient Greece are also
believed to have run barefoot. The Romans , who eventually conquered the Greeks and adopted

many aspects of their culture, did not adopt the Greek perception of footwear and clothing.
Roman clothing was seen as a sign of power, and footwear was seen as a necessity of living in
a civilized world, although the slaves and paupers usually went barefoot. The design of these
shoes also designated the rank of the officers. The more intricate the insignia and the higher up
the boot went on the leg, the higher the rank of the soldier. Starting around 4 BC, the Greeks
began wearing symbolic footwear. These were heavily decorated to clearly indicate the status of
the wearer. Courtesans wore leather shoes colored with white, green, lemon or yellow dyes, and
young woman betrothed or newly married wore pure white shoes. Because of the cost to lighten
leather, shoes of a paler shade were a symbol of wealth in the upper class. Often, the soles
would be carved with a message so it would imprint on the ground. Cobblers became a notable
profession around this time, with Greek shoemakers becoming famed in the Roman empire. A
common casual shoe in the Pyrenees during the Middle Ages was the espadrille. This is a
sandal with braided jute soles and a fabric upper portion, and often includes fabric laces that tie
around the ankle. The term is French and comes from the esparto grass. The shoe originated in
the Catalonian region of Spain as early as the 13th century, and was commonly worn by
peasants in the farming communities in the area. Many medieval shoes were made using the
turnshoe method of construction, in which the upper was turned flesh side out, and was lasted
onto the sole and joined to the edge by a seam. Some shoes were developed with toggled flaps
or drawstrings to tighten the leather around the foot for a better fit. Surviving medieval
turnshoes often fit the foot closely, with the right and left shoe being mirror images. By the 15th
century, pattens became popular by both men and women in Europe. These are commonly seen
as the predecessor of the modern high-heeled shoe , [25] while the poor and lower classes in
Europe, as well as slaves in the New World, were barefoot. The style is characterized by the
point of the shoe, known as the "polaine", which often was supported by a whalebone tied to
the knee to prevent the point getting in the way while walking. These shoes became popular in
Venice and throughout Europe, as a status symbol revealing wealth and social standing. During
the 16th century, royalty, such as Catherine de Medici or Mary I of England , started wearing
high-heeled shoes to make them look taller or larger than life. By , even men wore them, and a
person with authority or wealth was often referred to as, "well-heeled". Louis XIV of France
outlawed anybody from wearing red high heels except for himself and his royal court.
Eventually the modern shoe, with a sewn-on sole, was devised. Since the 17th century, most
leather shoes have used a sewn-on sole. This remains the standard for finer-quality dress shoes
today. Until around , welted rand shoes were commonly made without differentiation for the left
or right foot. Such shoes are now referred to as "straights". Shoemaking became more
commercialized in the midth century, as it expanded as a cottage industry. Large warehouses
began to stock footwear, made by many small manufacturers from the area. Until the 19th
century, shoemaking was a traditional handicraft, but by the century's end, the process had
been almost completely mechanized, with production occurring in large factories. Despite the
obvious economic gains of mass production , the factory system produced shoes without the
individual differentiation that the traditional shoemaker was able to provide. The first steps
towards mechanisation were taken during the Napoleonic Wars by the engineer, Marc Brunel.
He developed machinery for the mass-production of boots for the soldiers of the British Army.
In , he devised a scheme for making nailed-boot-making machinery that automatically fastened
soles to uppers by means of metallic pins or nails. In the same year, the use of screws and
staples was patented by Richard Woodman. Brunel's system was described by Sir Richard
Phillips as a visitor to his factory in Battersea as follows:. In another building I was shown his
manufactory of shoes, which, like the other, is full of ingenuity, and, in regard to subdivision of
labour, brings this fabric on a level with the oft-admired manufactory of pins. Every step in it is
effected by the most elegant and precise machinery; while, as each operation is performed by
one hand, so each shoe passes through twenty-five hands, who complete from the hide, as
supplied by the currier, a hundred pairs of strong and well-finished shoes per day. All the
details are performed by the ingenious application of the mechanic powers; and all the parts are
characterised by precision, uniformity, and accuracy. As each man performs but one step in the
process, which implies no knowledge of what is done by those who go before or follow him, so
the persons employed are not shoemakers, but wounded soldiers, who are able to learn their
respective duties in a few hours. The contract at which these shoes are delivered to
Government is 6s. However, when the war ended in , manual labour became much cheaper, and
the demand for military equipment subsided. As a consequence, Brunel's system was no longer
profitable and it soon ceased business. Similar exigencies at the time of the Crimean War
stimulated a renewed interest in methods of mechanization and mass-production, which proved
longer lasting. His machine used an iron plate to push iron rivets into the sole. The process
greatly increased the speed and efficiency of production. He also introduced the use of

steam-powered rolling-machines for hardening leather and cutting-machines, in the mids. The
sewing machine was introduced in , and provided an alternative method for the mechanization
of shoemaking. By the late s, the industry was beginning to shift towards the modern factory,
mainly in the US and areas of England. A shoe stitching machine was invented by the American
Lyman Blake in and perfected by Entering into partnership with McKay, his device became
known as the McKay stitching machine and was quickly adopted by manufacturers throughout
New England. By the s, the process of mechanisation was largely complete. On January 24, ,
Humphrey O'Sullivan of Lowell, Massachusetts , was awarded a patent for a rubber heel for
boots and shoes. A process for manufacturing stitchless, that is, glued, shoesâ€” AGO â€”was
developed in Since the midth century, advances in rubber, plastics, synthetic cloth, and
industrial adhesives have allowed manufacturers to create shoes that stray considerably from
traditional crafting techniques. Leather, which had been the primary material in earlier styles,
has remained standard in expensive dress shoes, but athletic shoes often have little or no real
leather. Soles, which were once laboriously hand-stitched on, are now more often machine
stitched or simply glued on. Many of these newer materials, such as rubber and plastics, have
made shoes less biodegradable. It is estimated that most mass-produced shoes require years to
degrade in a landfill. However, many manufacturers in Europe dominate the higher-priced,
higher value-added end of the market. As an integral part of human culture and civilization,
shoes have found their way into our culture, folklore, and art. This story tells about an old
woman living in a shoe with a lot of children. In , Mahlon Haines , a shoe salesman in Hallam,
Pennsylvania , built an actual house shaped like a work boot as a form of advertisement. The
Haines Shoe House was rented to newlyweds and the elderly until his death in Since then, it has
served as an ice cream parlor, a bed and breakfast , and a museum. It still stands today and is a
popular roadside attraction. Shoes also play an important role in the fairy tales Cinderella and
The Red Shoes. In the movie adaption of the children's book The Wonderful Wizard of Oz , a
pair of red ruby slippers play a key role in the plot. The comedy The Man with One Red Shoe
features an eccentric man wearing one normal business shoe and one red shoe that becomes
central to the plot. Athletic sneaker collection has also existed as a part of urban subculture in
the United States for several decades. A contributor to the growth of sneaker collecting is the
continued worldwide popularity of the Air Jordan line of sneakers designed by Nike for
Basketball star Michael Jordan. In the Bible 's Old Testament , the shoe is used to symbolize
something that is worthless or of little value. In the New Testament , the act of removing one's
shoes symbolizes servitude. Ancient Semitic-speaking peoples regarded the act of removing
their shoes as a mark of reverence when approaching a sacred person or place. Put off thy
shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest [is] holy ground Exodus The
removal of the shoe also symbolizes the act of giving up a legal right. In Hebrew custom, the
widow removed the shoe of her late husband's brother to symbolize that he had abandoned his
duty. In Arab custom, the removal of one's shoe also symbolized the dissolution of marriage. In
Arab culture , showing the sole of one's shoe is considered an insult, and to throw a shoe and
hit someone with it is considered an even greater insult. Shoes are considered to be dirty as
they frequently touch the ground, and are associated with the lowest part of the bodyâ€”the
foot. As such, shoes are forbidden in mosques , and it is also considered unmannerly to cross
the legs and display the soles of one's shoes during conversation. This insult was
demonstrated in Iraq, first when Saddam Hussein 's statue was toppled in , Iraqis gathered
around it and struck the statue with their shoes. Bush had a shoe thrown at him by a journalist
as a statement against the war in Iraq. Empty shoes may also symbolize death. In Greek culture,
empty shoes are the equivalent of the American funeral wreath. For example, empty shoes
placed outside of a Greek home would tell others that the family's son has died in battle. They
were ordered to take off their shoes, and were shot at the edge of the water so that their bodies
fell into the river and were carried away. The memorial represents their shoes left behind on the
bank. All shoes have a sole , which is the bottom of a shoe, in contact with the ground. Soles
can be made from a variety of materials, although most modern shoes have soles made from
natural rubber , polyurethane , or polyvinyl chloride PVC compounds. When various layers are
used, soles may consist of an insole, midsole, and an outsole. The insole is the interior bottom
of a shoe, which sits directly beneath the foot under the footbed also known as sock liner. The
purpose of insole is to attach to the lasting margin of the upper, which is wrapped around the
last during the closing of the shoe during the lasting operation. Insoles are usually made of
cellulosic paper board or synthetic non woven insole board. Many shoes have removable and
replaceable footbeds. Extra cushioning is often added for comfort to control the shape,
moisture, or smell of the shoe or health reasons to help deal with differences in the natural
shape of the foot or positioning of the foot during standing or walking. The outsole is the layer
in direct contact with the ground. Dress shoes often have leather or resin rubber outsoles;

casual or work-oriented shoes have outsoles made of natural rubber or a synthetic material like
polyurethane. The outsole may comprise a single piece, or may be an assembly of separate
pieces, often of different materials. On some shoes, the heel of the sole has a rubber plate for
durability and traction, while the front is leather for style. Specialized shoes will often have
modifications on this design: athletic or so called cleated shoes like soccer, rugby, baseball and
golf shoes have spikes embedded in the outsole to improve traction. The midsole is the layer in
between the outsole and the insole, typically there for shock absorption. Some types of shoes,
like running shoes, have additional material for shock absorption, usually beneath the heel of
the foot, where one puts the most pressure down. Some shoes may not have a midsole at all.
The heel is the bottom rear part of a shoe. Its function is to support the heel of the foot. They are
often made of the same material as the sole of the shoe. This part can be high for fashion or to
make the person look taller, or flat for a more practical and comfortable use. This piece of
design is intended to alleviate the problem of the points catching the bottom of trousers and
was first observed in the s. The shoe heel is used to improve the balance of the shoe, increase
the height of the wearer, alter posture or other decorative purposes. Sometimes raised, the high
heel is common to a form of shoe often worn by women, but sometimes by men too. See also
stiletto heel. The upper helps hold the shoe onto the foot. In the simplest cases, such as
sandals or flip-flops, this may be nothing more than a few straps for holding the sole in place.
Closed footwear, such as boots, trainers and most men's shoes, will have a more complex
upper. This part is often decorated or is made in a certain style to look attractive. The upper is
connected to the sole by a strip of leather, rubber, or plastic that is stitched between it and the
sole, known as a welt. Most uppers have a mechanism, such as laces, straps with buckles,
zippers, elastic, velcro straps, buttons, or snaps, for tightening the upper on the foot. Uppers
with laces usually have a tongue that helps seal the laced opening and protect the foot from
abrasion by the laces. Uppers with laces also have eyelets or hooks to make it easier to tighten
and loosen the laces and to prevent the lace from tearing through the upper material. An aglet is
the protective wrapping on the end of the lace. The vamp is the front part of the shoe, starting
behind the toe, extending around the eyelets and tongue and towards back part of the shoe. The
medial is the part of the shoe closest to a person's center of symmetry, and the lateral is on the
opposite side, away from their center of symmetry. This can be in reference to either the outsole
or the vamp. Most shoes have shoelaces on the upper, connecting the medial and lateral parts
after one puts their shoes on and aiding in keeping their shoes on their feet. In , Puma SE
introduced the first pair of sneakers with Velcro straps in lieu of shoelaces, and these became
popular by the s, especially among children and the elderly. The toe box is the part that covers
and protects the toes. People with toe deformities, or individuals who experience toe swelling
such as long-distance runners usually require a larger toe box. Diagram of a typical dress shoe.
Note that the area labeled as the "Lace guard" is sometimes considered part of the quarter and
sometimes part of the vamp. There are a wide variety of different types of shoes. Most types of
shoes are designed for specific activities. For example, boots are typically designed for work or
heavy outdoor use. Athletic shoes are designed for particular sports such as running, walking,
or other sports. Some shoes are designed to be worn at more formal occasions, and others are
designed for casual wear. There are also a wide variety of shoes designed for different types of
dancing. Orthopedic shoes are special types of footwear designed for individuals with particular
foot problems or special needs. Other animals, such as dogs and horses , may also wear
special shoes to protect their feet as well. Depending on the activity for which they are
designed, some types of footwear may fit into multiple categories. For example, Cowboy boots
are considered boots, but may also be worn in more formal occasions and used as dress shoes.
Hiking boots incorporate many of the protective features of boots, but also provide the extra
flexibility and comfort of many athletic shoes. Flip-flops are considered casual footwear, but
have also been worn in formal occasions, such as visits to the White House. Athletic shoes are
specifically designed to be worn for participating in various sports. Since friction between the
foot and the ground is an important force in most sports, modern athletic shoes are designed to
maximize this force, and materials, such as rubber , are used. Although, for some activities
such as dancing or bowling , sliding is desirable, so shoes designed for these activities often
have lower coefficients of friction. They were developed by J. By the end of the 19th century,
Spalding also manufactured these shoes as well. Adidas started selling shoes with track spikes
in them for running and soccer in Spikes were eventually added to shoes for baseball and
American football in the 20th century. The earliest rubber-soled athletic shoes date back to in
the United Kingdom, when the New Liverpool Rubber Company made plimsolls , or sandshoes,
designed for the sport of croquet. The United States Rubber Company was founded the same
year and produced rubber-soled and heeled shoes under a variety of brand names, which were
later consolidated in under the name, Keds. These shoes became known as, "sneakers",

because the rubber sole allowed the wearer to sneak up on another person. In , the founding of
Nike by Phil Knight and Bill Bowerman of the University of Oregon introduced many new
improvements common in modern running shoes, such as rubber waffle soles, breathable nylon
uppers, and cushioning in the mid-sole and heel. During the s, the expertise of podiatrists also
became important in athletic shoe design, to implement new design features based on how feet
reacted to specific actions, such as running, jumping, or side-to-side movement. Athletic shoes
for women were also designed for their specific physiological differences. Shoes specific to the
sport of basketball were developed by Chuck Taylor , and are popularly known as Chuck Taylor
All-Stars. These shoes, first sold in , are double-layer canvas shoes with rubber soles and toe
caps, and a high heel known as a "high top" for added support. In , Taylor was inducted into the
Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame in recognition of this development, and in the s,
other shoe manufacturers, such as Nike, Adidas, Reebok, and others began imitating this style
of athletic shoe. As barefoot running became popular by the late 20th and early 21st century,
many modern shoe manufacturers have recently designed footwear that mimic this experience,
maintaining optimum flexibility and natural walking while also providing some degree of
protection. Termed as Minimalist shoes , their purpose is to allow one's feet and legs to feel
more subtly the impacts and forces involved in running, allowing finer adjustments in running
style. Many athletic shoes are designed with specific features for specific activities. One of
these includes roller skates , which have metal or plastic wheels on the bottom specific for the
sport of roller skating. Similarly, ice skates have a metal blade attached to the bottom for
locomotion across ice. Skate shoes have also been designed to provide a comfortable, flexible
and durable shoe for the sport of skateboarding. Cycling shoes are similarly designed with
rubber soles and a tight fit, but also are equipped with a metal or plastic cleat to interface with
clipless pedals , as well as a stiff sole to maximize power transfer and support the foot. A boot
is a special type of shoe which covers the foot and the ankle and extends up the leg ,
sometimes as far as the knee or even the hip. Most boots have a heel that is clearly
distinguishable from the rest of the sole , even if the two are made of one piece. They are
typically made of leather or rubber, although they may be made from a variety of different
materials. Boots are worn both for their functionalityâ€”protecting the foot and leg from water,
snow, mud or hazards or providing additional ankle support for strenuous activitiesâ€”as well
as for reasons of style and fashion. Cowboy boots are a specific style of riding boot which
combines function with fashion. They became popular among cowboys in the western United
States during the 19th century. Traditional cowboy boots have a Cuban heel , rounded to
pointed toe, high shaft, and, traditionally, no lacing. Hiking boots are designed to provide extra
ankle and arch support, as well as extra padding for comfort during hiking. They are
constructed to provide comfort for miles of walking over rough terrains, and protect the hiker's
feet against water, mud, rocks, and other wilderness obstacles. These boots support the ankle
to avoid twisting but do not restrict the ankle's movement too much. They are fairly stiff to
support the foot. During wet or snowy weather, snow boots are worn to keep the foot warm and
dry. They are typically made of rubber or other water-resistant material, have multiple layers of
insulation, and a high heel to keep snow out. Ice skates are another specialized boot with a
metal blade attached to the bottom which is used to propel the wearer across a sheet of ice.
Boots are designed to withstand heavy wear to protect the wearer and provide good traction.
They are generally made from sturdy leather uppers and non-leather outsoles. They may be
used for uniforms of the police or military , as well as for protection in industrial settings such
as mining and construction. Protective features may include steel-tipped toes and soles or
ankle guards. Dress shoes are characterized by smooth and supple leather uppers, leather
soles, and narrow sleek figure. Casual shoes are characterized by sturdy leather uppers,
non-leather outsoles, and wide profile. Some designs of dress shoes can be worn by either
gender. The majority of dress shoes have an upper covering, commonly made of leather,
enclosing most of the lower foot, but not covering the ankles. This upper part of the shoe is
often made without apertures or openings, but may also be made with openings or even itself
consist of a series of straps, e. Shoes with uppers made high to cover the ankles are also
available; a shoe with the upper rising above the ankle is usually considered a boot but certain
styles may be referred to as high-topped shoes or high-tops. Usually, a high-topped shoe is
secured by laces or zippers, although some styles have elastic inserts to ease slipping the shoe
on. Formal high-end men's shoes are manufactured by several companies around the world,
amongst others in Great Britain, France, Hungary, Romania, Croatia, Italy, and to a lesser extent
in the United States. Notable British brands include: Church's English Shoes est. Both John
Lobb and Edward Green offer bespoke products. In between the world wars, men's footwear
received significant innovation and design, led by cobblers and cordwainers in London's West
End. Armani of Italy was a major influence on men's shoe design in the sâ€”s until they

returned to the larger proportions of its forebears, the welt-constructed Anglo-American dress
shoe originally created in Edwardian England. Alden, located in New England, specializes in
genuine shell cordovan leather from the only remaining horse tannery in the US, in Chicago [77]
and is completely manufactured domestically, whereas Allen Edmonds, of Wisconsin, is a larger
company that outsources some of its production. There is a large variety of shoes available for
women, in addition to most of the men's styles being more accepted as unisex. Some broad
categories are:. A wide variety of footwear is used by dancers. The choice of dance shoe type
depends on the style of dance that is to be performed and, in many cases, the characteristics of
the surface that will be danced on. Jazz shoes. This style is frequently worn by acro dancers.
Orthopedic shoes are specially-designed footwear to relieve discomfort associated with many
foot and ankle disorders, such as blisters, bunions , calluses and corns, hammer toes , plantar
fasciitis , or heel spurs. They may also be worn by individuals with diabetes or people with
unequal leg length. These shoes typically have a low heel, tend to be wide with a particularly
wide toe box, and have a firm heel to provide extra support. Some may also have a removable
insole, or orthotic , to provide extra arch support. The measure of a foot for a shoe is from the
heel to the longest toe. Shoe size is an alphanumerical indication of the fitting size of a shoe for
a person. Often it just consists of a number indicating the length because many shoemakers
only provide a standard width for economic reasons. There are several different shoe-size
systems that are used worldwide. These systems differ in what they measure, what unit of
measurement they use, and where the size 0 or 1 is positioned. Only a few systems also take
the width of the feet into account. Some regions use different shoe-size systems for different
types of shoes e. Units for shoe sizes vary widely around the world. European sizes are
measured in Paris Points , which are worth two-thirds of a centimeter. In the US, this is size 2.
Men's and women's shoe sizes often have different scales. In many places in the world shoes
are removed when moving from exteriors to interiors, particularly in homes and religious
buildings. In many Asian countries outdoor shoes are exchanged for indoor shoes or slippers.
Some fitness centres require that shoes be exchanged for indoor shoes to prevent dirt and
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